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Marketing Meets 
Strategy, CEO-Style 
 

» Define your goals.

» Measure your results.

» Analyze your results.

» Improve for the next     
   deployment.

» Control your process.

» Repeat.

THE VALUE 
OF SELF-
EVALUATION
With the end of the year on its way, 
employee evaluations are on the minds 
of many Human Resources departments. 
While companies have managers evaluate 
employee performance, sometimes 
employee self-evaluations are added to the 
mix, providing another level of feedback to 
monitor progression.

There are many ways to 
make the most of these kinds 
of evaluations. They entail 
preparing your employees 
for effective and useful self-
analysis.

Stay Positive 
The evaluation questions 
should encourage 90 percent 
positive assessment and 
only 10 percent on areas of 
improvement. Positivity is key 
in maintaining high morale and 
encouraging progression.

Career Map 
Assessment should drive focus 
to the employee’s career map. 
What are their goals within 
your company and what are 
they moving towards? Do they 
have a plan in place to help 
them achieve their goals?

Give Them Time 
The self-evaluation is best 
accomplished with plenty 
of time and opportunity to 
think. An effective strategy is 
to introduce the evaluation at 
a group meeting to cover the 
basic ideas of self-assessment. 
Then, give them ample time 
to complete it and hand it in. 
Making people complete it the 
same day is not sufficient for 
many employees, especially if 
this is their first experience with 
self-evaluation.

One of the greatest pieces of 
information that you can glean 
from this is whether employees 
truly understand their job 
performance.
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“It’s not about ideas. It’s about making 
ideas happen.” 
— Scott Belsky, cofounder Behance

“The fastest way to change yourself 
is to hang out with people who are 
already the way you want to be.” 
—John Reid Hoffman, cofounder 
LinkedIn

“In the end, a vision without the 
ability to execute it is probably a 
hallucination.” 
— Steve Case, cofounder AOL

“Risk more than others think is safe. 
Dream more than others think  
is practical.” 
— Howard Schultz, founder Starbucks

“Make every detail perfect and limit 
the number of details to perfect.” 
— Jack Dorsey, founder Twitter

“The secret to successful hiring is 
this: look for the people who want to 
change the world.” 
— Marc Benioff, CEO Salesforce

“Success is not in what you have, but 
who you are.” 
— Bo Bennett, founder eBookit.com

Business 
QuotesKey takeaways from the annual report “2017 Social Media 

Marketing Industry Report” just released by the Social Media 

“Don’t cry because it’s over, 
smile because it happened.”
 — Dr. Seuss

“Be yourself; everyone else is already 
taken.” 
—Oscar Wilde

“No one can make you feel inferior 
without your consent.” 
—Eleanor Roosevelt

“A lesson taught with humor is a 
lesson retained.” 
—Ruth Westheimer

“It is hard to fail, but it is worse never 
to have tried to succeed.” 
—Theodore Roosevelt

“If you really want the key to success, 
start by doing the opposite of what 
everyone else is doing.” 
—Brad Szollose

“Sometimes not getting what you 
want is a brilliant stroke of luck.” 
—Lori Myers

“If you want to give yourself a fair 
chance to succeed, never expect too 
much too soon.” 
—Po Bronson

“Success is neither magical nor 
mysterious. Success is the natural 
consequence of consistently applying 
basic fundamentals.” 
—Jim Rohn

1. Visuals have become essential in social media marketing.

“A significant 85% of marketers use visuals in their marketing 
and 73% plan on increasing their use of visuals.”

2. “Going Live” on social media is the next big thing.

“A significant 61% of marketers plan to use live video services 
such as Facebook Live and Periscope, and 69% want to learn 
more about live video.”

3. Instagram is on the rise.

“Currently, 54% of marketers are using Instagram, yet 63% plan 
on increasing their Instagram activities and 71% of marketers 
want to learn more about Instagram.”

4. Facebook is the most important social network for 
marketers.

“When asked to select their most important platform, 62% of 
marketers chose Facebook, followed by LinkedIn at 16%.”

5. If you are unsure about Facebook marketing, you’re not 
alone.

A significant 40% of marketers don’t know if their Facebook 
marketing is working and 53% have seen declines in their 
Facebook News Feed exposure.” 

6. Facebook ads are the big gorilla.

“A surprising 93% of social marketers regularly use Facebook 
ads and 64% plan on increasing their Facebook ads activities.” 

7. Tactics and engagement are the focus of marketers’ 
learning curve.

“At least 91% of marketers want to know the most effective 
social tactics and the best ways to engage their audience with 
social media.”

How can we improve YOUR social media marketing?
Call 803-791-1786

http://whattheythink.com/articles/86464-takeaways-2017-social-media-marketing-report/

THE 2017 SOCIAL MEDIA 

MARKETING REPORT
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Over the last few months, our Grand Format team partnered with 
Phoenix Printing in Augusta, GA during a renovation project they had 
in progress. This installation assisted in branding the building and 
showcasing the many options that they offer to their clients. 

How can we help you brand YOUR workspace?

FEATURED CLIENT SOLUTION

Wall graphics: UV Digitally Printed 6.0mil Semi-Rigid White Vinyl with pressure sensitive adhesive

Logo: UV Digitally Printed White Vinyl applied to 3mm 
            Black PVC/ Float Mounted with hidden standoffs  
“Phoenix” Text: Brushed Chrome Vinyl applied to 1/2” Black                        
                                  Acrylic/Float Mounted with hidden standoffs
Other Text: Brushed Chrome Vinyl applied to 1/2” Black Acrylic and       
                         backed with 467 Adhesive/Flat Mounted directly to wall
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Business 
Funnies®

Customer Care

One customer in particular accounted 
for the majority of their support calls. 
The management team, as well 
as the support manager, became 
concerned with the high volume of 
calls by just this one customer. As the 
support manager voiced his concern, 
the support staff was listening. Very 
soon, support staff were inadvertently 
treating calls from this client with 
petulance and impatience, mirroring 
their manager’s frustration. Customer 
care requires great discretion—
from the top to the bottom of the 
leadership structure. 

A software company hired 

an enthusiastic and outgoing 

manager for their support staff. 

He was great at firing up his 

team, but in that camaraderie, 

he made a big mistake. 

Leaders Can 
Poison the Well

“We grow our own medicinal herbs.”

G7: WHAT EXACTLY 
DOES IT MEAN?

Explaining the meaning, process and the benefits behind Sun 
Solutions’ G7 Master certification.

How is G7 defined?

G7 stands for grayscale plus seven colors: Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black, 

Red, Green, and Blue. The G7 Method is a procedure used during the 

printing process for visually accurate color reproduction. It achieves this 

by matching grayscale colorimetric measurements between processes. 

To gain certification or recertification, printers must go through a detailed, 

technical process every year by a G7 professional working internally or an 

outsourced G7 expert.

How do you benefit?

This color standard allows for equipment across different divisions to have 

the same color base. Whether your project is printing offset or digitally 

printed, it will allow for the closest color comparison. Even your Grand 

Format projects printed with UV Inkjet techniques come back to the 

same color standards. This means, your branding has the closest color 

accuracy possible from the wall graphic in the lobby to the pocket folders 

presentations!
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Stressed-Out 
Employees 
Study after study shows that 

happy employees are effective 

employees. So how can you 

tell if your employees are not 

happy? Here are some stress 

signals to watch for. 

Distracted or Nonproductive 
Stress makes the mind race with tons 
of baggage that can sometimes keep a 
person from focusing. 

Moodiness & Overreactions 
Employees that snap at others or at 
customers are giving off huge clues to 
the fact that they’re stressed.

Illness 
Stress weakens the body’s immune 
system. An employee that is sick often 
may actually be suffering from stress.

What to Do? 
Do what you can to discover the 
employee’s pain-point. Find out what 
kind of adjustments can be made to 
help lower their stress level. 

Ask if it is systemic or situational, or if 
there are areas that need improvement 
and make some changes.

Changes may take time, but 
recognition could be enough to start 
this employee on a path towards lower 
anxiety and less workplace stress.

After all, it’s more cost-effective to 
address stresses than risk good 
employees leaving. 

Apps Scene

Both a security service for your device 
and a protection service for what 
your kids can access on their phones, 
F-Secure SAFE is a subscription-
based app that will run you about 
$4 to $7 per month, depending on 
how many devices you want to have 
monitored. If you’re looking for a VPN 
for your phone, this is a great option 
that is trusted and inexpensive.

F-Secure SAFE 
Android & iOS

Encrypt your email on your iPad or 
your iPhone with iPGMail. For $1.99, 
you can encrypt your email on your 
devices and securely transfer files 
from your Mac to your mobile device 
through AirDrop, iTunes, Dropbox, 
and even through copy and paste. It 
doesn’t matter whether or not you’re 
on a secure connection; with this app, 
you know that you’re reading email in 
a secure environment.

iPGMail 
iOS

Optimize your Android phone’s 
battery life by hibernating other apps 
running in the background. Greenify 
allows you to choose which apps 
you want to set to hibernate when 
not in use. There are two versions, a 
free version and a donation-based 
paid version with some experimental 
features for early adopters. 

Greenify 
Android
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Books in Review

The Long Tail: Why the 
Future of Business Is 
Selling Less of More 

by Chris Anderson

Originally published in 2006 
and recently updated, Chris 
Anderson’s book The Long Tail is 
both marketing strategy and long-
term planning for any business. 
It’s a must-read for anyone who 
markets on the Internet.

We live in a world of niche. Yes, 
there are some monster brands 
out there, but social media allows 
niche products or services to find 
their markets.

The idea of “long tail” keywords 
has been around a while now, 
and Anderson’s book explains 
the benefits of creating diverse 
multitudes of keywords to be 
able to hit those niche buyers, 
even if you only have a handful of 
products. Anderson’s premise is 
that 98 percent of your products 
or services will be purchased at 
least once.

The hidden gem of this book is to 
understand that there is a “long 
tail” to your search keywords that 
will help you reach more people 
without having to stack your 
shelves with products that may 
only sell once.

CIO TECH TIP
Making  Your Cellphone Faster

Erase old text message threads. If you’ve never 
deleted any text messages, it can weigh down the 
phone’s software. 

Clear the internet cache and cookies from the 
browser settings. Just like computers, the web 
browser stores where you’ve been and pieces of 
the webpages so it can load faster in the future. 
You may never return to some sites and therefore 
are storing information you’ll never use.

Close all apps running in the background. Closing 
apps that are running in the background could 
make your phone run a little more smoothly, 
especially if you’ve got big, cumbersome apps. 
They could use up RAM, and slow down the way it 
operates.

Avoid setting your phone to automatic. Does your 
phone usually ask if you’d like to join nearby 
Wi-Fi networks? If it does, you may want to turn 
that feature off. Any time your phone does anything 
automatically, such as scouting out nearby Wi-Fi 
or updating apps, it can slow the phone down.

Restart your phone. It’s easy to get into the habit of 
leaving your phone on all the time but every once 
in a while it’s healthy to restart it.
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S E P T E M B E R  Birthdays

SUN SOLUTIONS IS PROUD TO BE A 

*Please note that anniversaries are recognized beginning at 3 years, followed by 5 
years and then onward in increments of 5.

Freda Green
Mike Doberass
Wayne Woodyard
Jacob DuBose
Donnie Hunt

9/01
9/03
9/04
9/05
9/08

Nate Lantz
Guillermo Sanchez
Billie Robinson
Ronnie Tanner

3 years
5 years
5 years
5 years

Becky Cobb
Tom Welsh
Nate Brown
Nate Lantz
Robin Black
 

9/11
9/16
9/17
9/19
9/24

S E P T E M B E R  Anniversaries

Shadoe Allmon
Andy Cook
Chris Morgan
Stacey Geiger

9/25
9/25
9/28
9/30

MARKETING 
IN TRUST

To help bridge the divide, marketers can apply a simple 
guideline to speak “CEO” and show their superiors their 
credibility.

The 70-20-10 Rule 
This marketing strategy rule is a simple breakdown of how a 
marketer can and should best use their time and money to 
maximize their effectiveness.

Seventy percent of time and budget should be spent on 
the bread-and-butter activities that have proven their worth 
year over year. 

Twenty percent should be spent on innovation that is based 
on a proven tactic from the seventy percent activities. 
Finding new and interesting ways to improve on what 
already works is a safe investment.

Ten percent should be spent on the high-risk-for-high-
reward activities that are ahead of the trends. 

Follow this strategy and everyone wins. The CEO and CFO 
will be able to understand the marketing strategy, and 
the marketing team’s new and innovative ideas will not be 
passed over because of a lack of proven strategy.

Establishing trust can be difficult, especially in 

marketing. A 2014 study by London’s Fournaise 

Group found that 80 percent of CEOs don’t trust 

marketers, believing that they lack credibility 

in creating real business growth. At the same 

time, these marketers must find ways to get their 

advertising strategies and budgets approved by the 

very people who don’t trust them.


